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"Roadside" Scores Hit
In First Presentation;
Kuney Stars in Lead
'Mary Oberly
Wins Contest
Lines of Comedy
Crackle With
Saltiness
'GOOD ACTING
All Participants
Deserve Praise
Of Audience
By Walter R. Whitney
Assistant Professor 01 Engtish
Taking a tip from no less an
authority than Ralph Waldo
Emerson, the Maine Masque
hitches its covered wagon to a
star and, in its second produc-
tion of the season, gets some-
where with "Roadside."
In fact, it gets somewhere so defi-
iitely that it was stopped, on its open-
ing night, by spontaneous applause,
and saluted by such a salvo at the
end that the moths that have taken up
their abode in the red velvet must
have been dizzy by the number of cur-
tain calls.
Kuney Is Excellent
Roadside might easily have been a
one-man show, especially with the
veteran Clark Kuney in the lead. Roles
like Texas do not fall to every actor's
lot. One would be tempted to say
that Kuney was born to play Texas
if one did not remember his excellent
interpretations in previous Masque
productions. Kuney is good; that's
all. So, too, are the others of the
cast. Betsy Warren, as the spit-in-
your-eye, fire-and-brimstone Hannie
Rader makes as attractive a vixen as
Lynn Riggs must have had in mind
when he wrote the piece.
The Ikes
.1s for the irrepressible Red Ike and
Black Ike—their antics alone would
have delighted any audience. Louis
Thibodeau demonstrated last spring in
The Servant of Two Masters that he
was the perfect zany, but Director
Bricker showed a touch of genius in
matching him with John Jordan. To-
gether they make a pair of inspired
idiots.
There are enough bouquets to go
around. Robert Cail gives a convinc-
ing interpretation of Pap Rader, and
John Derry, bristling with artillery
and mustachios, combines fearsome-
ness and drollery as the Town Mar-
(Continued on Page Four)
Honorable Mention
Voted To Astor
By Board
Mary Oberly was unanimous-
ly named winner of the "Cam-
pus" news writing contest at an
editorial board meeting held
Monday noon, it was announced
today by the editorial board.
David Astor received honorable
mention.
Mary Oberly
The award is made on the basis of
diligence, accuracy, proficiency, and
interest. The winner receives a
bound volume of last year's Carnpu.s.
Miss Oberly is a sophomore in the
College of Arts and Sciences, major-
ing in history and government. She
is a member of the Debating Society
and was recently appointed a con-
tributing editor on the Campus. She
is a member of Alpha Omicron Pi.
Astor is a sophomore in the Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences. He is a
member of Tau Epsilon Phi.
The contest is held semi-annually.
This is the fourth time an award has
been made. Previous winners have
been Robert Atwood, Josephine Pro-
ha, and Marguerite Bannigan.
A new conest mill start immediate-
ly. the results of which will be an-
nounced next spring.
Sagacious Students Shine;
Artless Apples Are Obvious
By Bud l Godwin
As you might have thought, this
isn't a fruit-stand apple we're going to
Polish, although it might well be put
in that class if some people were asked
to give a definition of one or more of
his professors. You hear such ex-
pressions as "My History prof. is a
peach," or "My Zo.. prof. is a lem-
on," and so on down the fruit-stand
until we come to the apple. It is a
beautiful fruit, one of the most de-
licious, and has stood out all through
history. Eve tempted Adam with h—
and they were kicked out of the Gar-
den of Eden. One of the labors
Ifercules had to perform was to get
the golden apples of the Hesperides;
and it was the throwing of the golden
apples which Venus gave to Hip-
pomenes from her garden on the is-
land of Cyprus that enabled him to
win the race with Atalantas and make
her his bride.
One very seldom, if ever, hears a
professor called an apple, but when
someone says he or she is going to
polish the apple, the professor is an
apple whether the student means it
or not.
It is practically impossible to tell
someone else how to go about this
Itmsnorable profession. antl don't let
anyone tell you it isn't honorable.
Profesors really admire someone who
has the nerve to do a little polishing,
although they don't really call it that.
They call it being friendly and inter-
ested in the course, that is, super-
ficially, underneath they undoubtedly
wonder if so-and-so really is sincere
in saying he likes the course, or is he
polishing the apple?
To be a really successful polisher,
one must not be obvious. There is
nothing worse or more pitiful in the
eyes of his fellow-students an instruc-
tors than an obvious polisher. He's
awkward. He says the wrong thing
at the wrong time. He looks a little
sheepish if someone sees him talking
to a professor, and at the mention of
the words "apple-polisher" he gives a
guilty start. Now the person who
has acquired the knack of lightly
flicking the cloth for that final sheen
is as smooth as the shine he puts on
the apple. There is that certain aloof-
ness of look, which makes you hesitate
hurling those words "apple-polisher"
at him. 11'ith the utmost ease of
manner he converses with his profes-
sors anywhere and anytime. If his
rank is low, he casually brings it into
the conversation, wondering vaguely
how it can be raised. He never denies
being an apple-polisher. He goes by
the old idiom, "Never explain, your
friends don't need it. and your ene-
mies won't believe you anyway."
He knows that apple-polishing is an
art, an art acquired by many hard
knocks and, in most cases, at least
four years' experience. Those four
years of mistakes and hard knocks
sand him in more stead when he is
out seeking a job, though. than many
required subjects. By being able to
talk with his professors without be-
ing too self-conscious, he has more
self-assurance when he applies for a
position.
Some professors think that a course
in apple-polishing should he OM of the
required courses of study for all stu-
(Continued on Page Four)
Scene From "Roadside"
The picture is a scene from the Masque play, Roadside, which v..is
sented last night. From left to right: John Jordan, Louis Thitxxleau, Clark
Kuney, and Robert Cail. There will also be presentations of Roadside tonight
and tomorrow night.
Graton Essay Contestants
To Write On Gov't Subjects
Three subjects on which students
may write in the animal Claude Dew-
ing Graton Constitutional Essay Con-
test were announced this week by
Professor Edward F. Dow, head of
the department of history and gov-
ernment. The subjects are: "Some
Results of the Supreme Court Con-
troversy of 1937," "How I Would
Change the Constitution," "Does the
President Have Sufficient Power in
Our Constitutional System."
The prize. established by the late
Claude D. Graton, '00, and awarded
for "the best essay on one of three
current constitutional questions des-
ignated by the professor of constitu-
tional law," consists of the income
from four shares of stock held in
trust, the current dividends on which
exceed $40 a year. The contest was
held for the first time two years ago,
and was won by Edwin Costrell. who
is now a graduate student in history
and government. Last year the prize
was won by William Treat, editor
of the Manic Campus.
Students should register for the
contest with Professor Dow, 145 Ste-
vens Hall, wit later than December
31. All entries must be delivered in
person, or mailed, with postmark not
later than December 30. If a stu-
dent registers by mail, he should in-
dicate in his letter the topic chosen,
and early in January should call at
145 Stevens to receive his contest
number which will be the only means
of identification of his essay.
The essays are to be typewritten
and must be not less than 2.000 nor
more than 4,000 words in length. The
prize will be awarded on the basis of
completeness, logical presentation,
neatness and correct form, use of
English and the inclusion of proper
bibliographical references in the form
usually required by the departments
of history and English.
Any regularly enrolled undergradu-
ate under twenty-five may enter the
contest. The essays must be complet-
ed and passed in at 145 Stevens not
later than the first Friday following
the spring vacation, and the award
will be a ttttt minced at the Scholarship
Recognition Day assembly.
Deputation Team
Visits Waterford
Tn enty-three students, composing
the largest deputation team ever to
be sent out of the Maine Christian
Associath IT) conducted services in
Waterford last weekend.
Young people from Center Lovell,
11'aterford, South Paris, and Nor-
way entertained the University dele-
gation with a banquet Saturday night.
The Freshman Swing Band furnished
music during the social that followed
the banquet.
Services were held S lay morn-
ing in which the following students
took part: George Bell. Harold Cot-
ter, Robert Goodwin. Bryant Bean,
Donald Stuart. and Barbara Farn-
ham. Those who contributed musi-
cal selections to the services were
lb)oth Leavitt, Emily Hopkins, Rudy
Haffner, and Alfred Goldsmith.
A rally was held in the Norway
Congregational Church Sunday after-
noon. The Rev. Albion Beverage,
Margaret Stei tttt lett, and Bryant
Bean led the meeting. Music nas
furnished by the brass quartet, con-
sisting of NVendell Butler, Paul Phi.
Ian. Howard DeShong. and Arthur
Worcester.
There will be several more depu-
tation teams this year, Mr. Beverage
said.
Liberal Club Starts
$300 Refugee Drive
With $300 as its goal, the Liberal
Club drive for funds to bring a refu-
gee student to this campus started
Mlinday.
I.asting until January 10th, the
drive is being concentrated this week
so that an estimate of the amount
raised can be made before vacation.
This is necessary to enable the ad-
ministration to select a student in
time for the second semester.
Contributions are being made in
cash wherever possible, and in pledges
to be fulfilled on or before January
(Cannoned on Page Four)
Hauck Tells of Nazi
Educational System
President Arthur A. Hauck, en-
tertaining members of the Interna-
tional Relations Club at his home a
week ago on Wednesday evening,
spoke informally on the education of
Nazi youth.
From earliest youth. Germans de-
velop national loyalty, which is
taught in schools, homes, and in pub-
lic assemblies, he said. Under the
Nazi system, boys train for the army,
while girls prepare for marriage. In
Gennan schools the ideal of group
loyalty has supplanted individual in-
itiative. causing many educators to
fear for the progress of culture, he
(It
-Oared
Following President Hauck's talk.
members of the club discussed iYossi-
ble results of the Nazi training sys-
tem.
The next meeting of the Inter-
national Relations Club will be W'ed-
nesday evening at the S. A. E. House.
Women Debaters Beat
Salem State College,
The women's debating team, com-
posed of Alma Fifield and Elizabeth
Jones, won an audience decision over
the Salem State Teachers College at
Salem last Saturday. The proposi-
ti..n was on) the British-American
alliance.
1.itcille lkfaddocks and Agnes
11'alsh debated against the Boston
University women's team in a non-
decision affair on the same subject at
e.bn last Saturday.
Brooks Itrown and Stephen Bad-
galutso debated a Bates team on the
Anglo-American alliance question
last Saturday as part of a debate
clinic held at Brewer High School.
At this clinic. Prof. Rising I.. Mor-
row, of the department of History
and Government, analyzed the foreign
situation. Elwin B. Dusetilittry. of the
Public Speakng department, led the
extemporaneous speaking contest on
phases of world problems.
Modern Science Aids Mankind
In Quest For Abundant Life
Karl Compton Tells Students
Junior Women Noted Speaker
Vie For Honor 
 
Winner Will Receive
Symbol of Office
From Maguire
Five junior girls will be in
great suspense tomorrow night ,
when the candidate for the hon- I
orary Lieutenant Colonel will be I
announced at the Military Ball
during intermission. They are:
Elizabeth Kruse, Alice Ann
Donovan, Marian FitzGerald,
Priscilla Bickford, and Margaret
Hauck.
A inilitaly drill will be featured
during intermission. Lauress Park-
man, president of Scabbard and
Made. Military Club, will escort the
winner beneath the arch of the
crot,eil sabres. Virginia Maguire, Karl Compton, who spoke on "Modert
present honorary Lieutenant Colonel, Science" at a student assembly thi
will present her successor with the morning.
certificate of office.
Bob Gleason's thirteen-piece or-
chestra. featuring a female singer,
will furnish the music. Dancing will
lie froill 9 to 2.
Decorations for the hall and pro-
grams are of the traditional military
colors, red, white, and blue.
Chaperons will be: Colonel and
Mrs. Robert K. Alcott, Dean and
Mrs. Edward J. Allen.
Radio Committee
Plans New Program
William Treat, editor of the
"Maine Campus," and Delwin
Dusenbury, instructor in public
speaking, have recently been ap-
pointed by President Hauck as
members of the University Ra-
dio Committee. Mr. Dusenbury
was appointed radio program
manager, according to Charles
E. Crossland, chairman of the
University Radio Committee.
1Vith the Maine Campus sponsor-
soring a broadcast each week, it
seemed highly appropriate that the
person responsible for those programs
should lye on the University commit-
tee to co-ordinate all programs and
to reflect the student point of view.
Mr. Dusenbury is a newcomer on
the University faculty. As an un-
dergraduate of Wisconsin he was ac-
tive in radio. Last year he taught a
course and directed programs at a
midnesteni teachers college, and he
is now teaching "Radio Speaking"
here.
Committee Members
It is expected that the University
Radii, C. minnittee uill continue to
formulate policies and supervise gen-
erally all University broadcasts, with
Mr. Dusenbury handling details inci-
dent to arranging and putting on the
program. Other members of the
ci 'mmittee. in addition to those al-
ready mentioned, are: Dr. John
Craw ford. Prof. N'alter J. Creamer,
Dr. Karl Larsen, Dr. Frank Lathrop,
and Mr. Fred Loring.
An early annum:ement will be made
about the type, frequency, and hour of
broadcasts.
Students To Vote
In Economic Polls
University undergraduates
will reveal their convictions to-
morrow on urgent civic ques-
tions in an economic plebiscite
conducted by the "Brown Daily
Herald" of Brown University.
1 he poll is being held this week in
all New England colleges and univer-
sities for the purpose of awakening
students to the int • ttt i t • problems
facing them today and of getting
their reactions to them. Results will
be widely published and used as a
basis for future discussion.
This project is being sponsored by
the Student Christian Movement in
New England through its Social Ac-
tion Commission. The commission is
represented at the University by Lu-
cille Epstein. local chairman. and by
Howard Goodwin. co-chairman of the
(Continued ON Page Four)
Xmas Vespers
Slated Sunday
Program Of Carols By
Chorus, Glee Club
And Orchestra
The annual Christmas Ves-
pers service, arranged jointly by
the Maine Christian Association
and the committee on assem-
blies, will be held in the Little
Theatre on Sunday afternoon at
3:15 and again at 4:15, Prof.
Fred P. Loring announced to-
day.
The program for the service includes
music by the University chorus and
orchestra under the direction of Prof.
Adelbert W. Sprague and by the continue to work toward a higher
Men's Glee Club under the direction destiny," he said.
of the Rev. Albion P. Beverage. Or-
gan music will be played by Arthur
Nelke. The Scripture reading will be
given by Donald Stuart. The congre-
gation, accompanied by the chorus and
orchestra, will sing several of the
more familiar and traditional Christ-
mas carols.
Tickets
It has been found necessary to re-
peat the program in order that a max-
imum number of students and faculty
may be accommodated. Admission is
by tickets which may be obtained free
at the Bookstore, M.C.A. building,
and the Deans' offices before 4 p.m. on
Saturday.
(Continued on Page Four)
'M.I.T. President
Speaks At
Assembly
ERA OF SCIENCE
Standard of Living
Augmented By
Technology
Modern science has been de-
veloped to give mankind, for the
first time in its history, a way of
securing a more abundant life
which does not simply consist
of taking it away from someone
else, Karl T. Compton, president
of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, asserted in his ad-
dress before the student body in
Memorial Gymnasium this
morning.
"Up to the modern era of science."
stated Dr. Compton, "there have been
only two primitive recipes for secur-
ing the more 'abundant life.' One
was to work hard and long in order
to produce more, and the other was o
take the good things of life from
someone else, by theft, conquest, taxa-
tion, or exploitation."
Engineering, which is a cmpara-
tively new study in the country, brid-
ges the gap between science and the
public, the speaker went on to say. All
over the world the point has been
reached where further increase in our
wealth, population, and cultural op-
portunity for the betterment of man-
kind, depends on wider use of the
resources we now have, through sci-
entific study.
New Type of Pioneer
"The geographical pioneer is now
supplanted by the scientific pioneer,
whose thrill of discovery is no less
keen, and with whom mankind will
"Figures show how the machine
has brought the laboring man nearer
the abundant life," said Dr. Compton.
"Through science and the machine,
the people t,f the United States are
served with the equivalent of 100
slaves per capita, or, there is expend-
ed each day machine power at the rate
of 1138 horsepower hours a day. The
next figure in the world is Great Bri-
tain with 6.65. The average wage
earner in America can buy today sev-
en times as much with his wages as he
could in 1840. Also, despite increasing
population and increasing use of la-
bor-saving machinery, the percentage
of our population employed, increased
(Continued on Pogo Fear)
Betty Coed Rides Snowplow
To Buy Dress For Military
The first formal of the season is hut ninny around the sides and back
at hand. Betty Co-ed is thrilled. It's
her first chance of the year to wear a
formal dress. When she was at home
Thanksgiving, she picked it out (she
practically rode in a snowplow to get
it).
It's white. It's simple. It's velvet.
The skirt falls in loose folds. It was
hard to choose between that and a
hoop-skirted gown. but Betty Co-ed
decided that it would be more com-
fortable to be simple. Incidentally,
hoop-skirts are hard to manage in the
snow. Fashion experts, she finds, say
that dresses trend from inte extreme
to the other this season--either going
back to the gay nineties with the
lusm-skirt and off the shoulders style
iir having the sleek sophistication of
1938. Betty Co-ed chose the latter
this time.
Ribbons again. Yes. six tiny du-
bonnet ones ,ai each shoulder as
straps. And six more, a little wider.
around her waist. Her thoughtful
escort sent her red roses for a cor-
sage. What could he better! These
little dashes of red are just enough
to set off the richness of the white
velvet.
She's going to be different. Her
hair is down. No curls on the top,
with one deep wave to set them off.
A small red bow in the back com-
pletes her coiffure.
Iler new-style hunny-wrap makes
its debut tonight. It's collarless with
three-quarter sleeves. She won't be
cold, because her long kid gloves come
half-way up her arms.
She nears no jewelry. The red
bow in her hair and her evening bag
are her only adornments.
She arrives at Memorial Gym.
Having left her wrap, her escort
leads her to his fraternity's booth.
After greeting the house mother and
talking about the wonderful evening
to-be, Betty Co-ed hooka arourt/I at
the other gowns. A gorgeous hoop-
skirted dress catches her eye first.
Its ice-blue celanese taffeta with
darker blue flowers clustered at the
hem. Another stmhisticated black
dress attracts her attention—very
plain with a girdle of gold sequins.
Down the receiving line Betty Co-
ed and her escort go. She never
feels really there until she has greet-
ed her chaperons.
Then off to the dance--and Miss
Co-ed. in her white velevet gown with
its little red touches, is inc middle of
a gala evening.
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A Statement of Policy
For several years the Maine Campus has been publishing some
sort of a column dealing largely with the personal affairs of various
students. The last of these columns, "Strange Interludes," which
the Campus has published not without some misgivings, concluded
its reign in the last issue. In its place will be found another column
which is being inaugurated in this issue concomitant with the demise
of its predecessor. The new column, "Campus Chatter," is not in-
tended, however, to be another "Strange Interlude." It differs
notably from its predecessor in that it includes only slight reference
to the personal adventures or misadventures of the students.
It is the earnest desire of the Campus to publish a paper which
is pleasing and interesting to the student body and at the same time
conforms to the best principles of journalism so that the Campus
may maintain its high standing among other college newspapers.
It is certainly not the purpose of the Campus to publish information
concerning the personal affairs of students which should in no way
concern the student body in general, but may easily lead to undesir-
able results among those most closely concerned.
Obviously, the gossip column "Strange Interludes" has tended
to defeat the aims of the Campus, but seems to have been generally
desired by the students, although there have been numerous excep-
tions. Even the most zealous proponents of such a column do not
deny that at its best it serves merely to satiate the provincial, crass,
and bucolic lust for the rural type of gossip which apparently pre-
vails among University of Maine students. Nevertheless, since this
condition does seem to exist, far he it from the Campus to deny the
students that which they most desire.
However, certain sentiment has recently appeared which might
indicate a change in attitude among the students. If the students
are predominantly opposed to this type of column the Campus feels
that it should be omitted. If they are predominantly favorable to
it, we, by all means, shall continue to publish it. In order that we
may obtain an accurate and reliable estimation of student opinion,
it is necessary that the students express their opinions through letters
to the Editor. To be of any value such letters must be of a con-
structive nature and signed by the author. As in all types of cor-
respondence addressed to the Campus, the letter need not be pub-
lished unless desired, nor will the identity of the author be known
to anyone other than the Editor unless desired.
The Campus does not wish to support either side of the issue,
but is only desirous of conforming to its previously announced
policy of offering the type of newspaper most satisfactory to the
students. In the first editorial published under the present admin-
istration we stated that the Campus "will always favor that which
is designed for the greatest benefit for the largest number, in pref-
erence to that which favors 'interest groups' or minorities." From
that policy we are not yet ready to depart.
Successful Solicitation
Other campus organizations might well profit from the type of
charity drive conducted in the men's dormitories last week. Those
in charge of the Red Cross drive among the dormitory men urged
the students to support a ten-cent drive. The whole-hearted re-
sponse which the suggestion received is sufFAlent testimony to the
success of the plan. The students responded 100%, thus creating a
rather sizable sum, far in excess of what could be obtained under
previous tactics.
The students proved that they will contribute generously and
willingly to a good cause when they are not asked to sacrifice beyond
their means. Under the above plan each student was able to take
part in the drive on an equal basis with the other students. There
is also much logic in the argument that students sh•nild not be asked
to contribute too heavily to a national organization when their parents
are also contributing, not only to the cause, but also to the ever-
increasing needs of a college education.
Cercle Francais Takes In
Seventy-six New Members
Seventy-six new members urre in-
itiated to the Cercle Franc at at the
meetings last Tuesday and NVednes-
day evenings in South Stevens About
fifty of these new members are fresh-
men.
Following the initiation ceremony,
the meeting was spent infornially.
French songs were sung and refresh.
nudity were served.
The French film, "Pearl of the
Crown," was presented in Room 6 of
South Stevens, last Tuesday night,
and was attended by it large audience.
As soon as they get the athletes off
the gridiron they begin putting coaches
on the pan —Indiana University Daily
Student. ( A .0 . P. )
CORRESPONDENCE
(The correspondence columns of The Campus are open to the public on pertinent
subjects, and letters are welcomed. All letters should be signed with the author's real
same, but a pen name will be used in publication of the letter if desired. The ideas
stated in these columns are not necessarily those of The Campus and should not be so
considered. The editor reserves the right to withhold any letter or a part of any letter.)
To the Editor of the Call:PUS
Orono, Maine
Dear Sir:
The executive committe in charge
of the Student Refugee Fund has
been bombarded with criticisms of
late—criticisms that sound something
like this: "We are sorry for the stu-
dents in Central Europe who are
homeless and denied an education,
but we cannot help feeling that char-
ity begins at home. There are stu-
dents right on this campus who don't
have enough money to complete their
educations. Why should we go to
Europe to look for misery and dis-
tress?"
Those of us who support the stu-
dent refugee movement also feel very
sincerely that the situation of needy
students on this campus is depress-
ing. NVe would not only shed tears
of sentimental sympathy for these
students, but we would whole-heart-
edly co-operate with any group of
people on campus which seeks to aid
them. We realize, of course, that
national aid through the N.Y.A. and
state assistance through University
scholarships have already alleviated
the campus situation to some extent.
However, we would still welcome
any plan and co-operate with any
group or groups on the campus to
help able students to come to the
University.
There are, of course, vastly differ-
ent problems involved in the student
refugee plan. Those of us who sup-
port this plan feel not only a humani-
tarian sympathy for oppressed stu-
dents in Central Europe, but we feel,
too, a strong kinship with the princi-
ples for which these students stand.
Eva Lips, in Savage Symphony, and
i Erika Mann, in School for Barbari-
ans, illustrate with penetrating vivid-
ness the educational system of Nazi
Germany. Scientific honesty, free-
dom of expression, and tolerance of
ideas have vanished from German
schools, from Austrian and some
'Czechoslovakian schools. Religious
prejudice is not the cause of this Nazi
barbarity, and religious prejudice is
not the cause of Nazi dishonesty. All
persons. regardless of religious faith,
who refuse to give allegiance to the
distortion of truth for the purpose of
propagating Nazi lies are bitterly
persecuted in Germany. It is to those
people who are holiest and strong
enough to oppose this educational
brutality that we at the University
of Maine seek to aid. We feel that
by providing such a student with a
semester at the University that we
are not only giving expression to our
indignation at Nazi Germany, but that
we are vehemently confirming our
own belief in the principles of educa-
tional freedom and tolerance for
which our government stands.
Very sincerely yours.
A member of the Executive
Committee in charge of the
Student Refugee Fund
;To the Editor of the Centaur:
ith regard to the Economic Poll
of University undergraduates, as an-
nounced in this issue of theCampou,
some personal opinions:
First and most important, the basis
for deciding these issues must be a
religious one. All ideas about eco-
nomic justice, the preservation of de-
:ncx-racy, or higher standards of liv-
ing seem well-nigh meaningless with-
out a conception of a Christian world
order. This is the reason for the
Editor, Muitie Campus,
We, no small campus majority, be-
lieve that it is high time that the or-
ganizations that guide the destiny of
the freshman class should be expired.
Very recently a student was nearly
forced to leave the University through
the barbaric, tactless assininity of
those black-dotted demigogs, the
Owls, and their white haloed com-
patriots, the Skulls. Certainly any
organization that should promote
friendliness between the freshmen and
the upper classmen should not be
guilty of such disgraceful action. On
many other occasions, freshmen have
been deeply hurt and embarassed by
the vulgar questioning of these cam-
pus leaders during the medieval tor-
ture sessions which are allowed to go
on without jurisdiction for the ruth-
less pleasure of this small group of ill-
chosen dictators. It seems ridiculous
that this august group of so-called
campus leaders who have obtained the
questionably highest non-scholastic
honor that a Maine man can achieve
have not only aroused antagonism
but furthermore cannot get along
among themselves.
Knowing the above to be unfortu-
nately true, we believe that the aboli-
tion of these two bodies and their
detested freshman rules would be the
most constructive change since the re-
moval of the freshman and sophomore
fight. Freshmen who are facing the
first important year of their lives
should be allowed to pursue their
studies without being upset emotion-
ally by high school regulations which
are mental and physical detriments
to all concerned. In suggesting this
change we are taking no glory from
the athletes who comprise the majori-
ty of these groups, for these men get
I CAMPUS ClIATTEIn
By Ann Nonimus
THE FRESHMAN swing band
registers a complaint: the sorority
girls meeting in the M. C. A. building
are disturbing their practice sessions.
iTiahpes?girls make too much noise, Per-
THAT WHITE Xmas may not
"snow" up after all. . . . We'll bet
that a certan Balentine co-ed can't
put out the new fog light in front of
the Sigma Chi House with a stone
this time.
DID YOU ever notice how snap-
pily the cow-eds dress in this "man's"
institution? But just remove the
male eye and the glad rags go into
a jam session with the moth balls.
All that a girl needs at Vassar, Rad-
cliffe, or et cetera, is an evening
gown and a toothbrush and she'll
get by. And speaking of wearing
clothes, Eleanor Crockett didn't spend
that year in France doing nothing
but studying.
DO YOU know the real reason
for having a different cast for each
Masque production? After a few
weeks rehearsals, the cast has marks
lower than a mole on a mole's sto-
mach. It takes a semester to get the
dust out of their eyes. Two strikes
and you're out in that league.
SOME PEOPLE still won't be-
lieve that she found her yellow basket.
It only costs a nickel to find out on
the bookstore Vic. But with the
M.B. coming off Friday nite, nobody
has a nickel to spare, anyway. Star
Dust is still in the groove and then
an old favorite, Clyde McCoy and
his Sugar Blues is listed on the dock-
et.
WE'RE GLAD that Bob Gleason
and all his lads sent a picture of them-
selves on ahead. Several of the real
name bands have been known to pick
their just rewards on the field from up a crew of tramp musicians in
the cheering section of the student
body. NVe are striving only to rid
the campus of a group chosen by petty
fraternity politics and personal feel-
ings and who are not the choice of
the student body at large.
We know that there is a feeble mut-
tering of individual opinion against*
groups which, if brought to a collec-
tive yell, would shout, "These organ-
izations must go."
(Sinned)
Anonymous
Boston and send them here. . . . and
all they have to do is jive while you.
and you, and you (me too) lap it
up and love it, thinking that a rabbit
skin coat is mink because the label
Note to the Editor:
This letter should be printed as
these facts are circulating among the
student body and might as well be
faced in the open.
interest of the Student Christian
Movement in New England in this
poll.
The tabulation of the results will
not reveal much, except to indicate
present student opinion. The signifi-
cant contribution of the poll will be
to stimulate thought and discussion
of these important questions in a '
community that is admittedly shel-
tered and unconcerned. The future
leaders and voters of this country
must wake up to the answers to these
problems or wake up eventually in
dictatorship.
The undersigned takes full respon-
sibility for recommending the method
used in this poll as one ligely to give
the best indication of Univecsity of
Maine opinion with a minimum of
confusion.
Yours very truly.
Howard M. Goodwin 'Sit
Professor Marion J. Bradshaw of NOTICE
the Bangor Theological Seminary,
noted author and traveler, will speak
on China at an open meeting of the
Internatoinal Relations Club at the
Sigma Alpha Epsilon House next
Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m., Philip
Temple, president of the club an-
nounced today.
All interested students arc invited
to attend.
Preceding Professor Bradshaw's
talk, there will be a business meeting
for members of the club. This meeting
will start at 7:00 p.m.
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The "Maine Campus" is will-
ing to purchase the services of
any group or individual who de-
sires to conduct a weekly poll of
campus opinion on various sub-
jects. The poll must be organ-
ized and conducted by the party
designated by the "Campus" and
they will be at liberty to sell
their information to the daily
newspapers when that is pos-
sible.
I Anyone intetested in this proj-
ect should advise the editor-in-
chief immediate!y.
A SUGGESTION
A year's subscription to the New England Quarterly, now
edited and published at the University, might prove an
acceptable Christmas gift for a discriminating aunt, uncle,
or other mature-mintled relative or friend who is interested
in the history or literature of New England. Copies of
recent issues may be examined at the M. C. A. reading
room, the University Library, or the Editor's office.
THE NEW ENGLAND QUARTERLY
December, March, June, Milton Ellis.
and September Managing Editor
Four dollars a year :loci Stevens Hall
HOLE PROOF
HOSIERY
In Silk Velour
GIFT BOXES!
k How many gift problems can be de-
ghtfully solved this way! No woman
ever has too many of these dull, clear
Sheers by Holeproofl Flatteringly beau-
tiful .. doubly certified quality. Packed
for Christmas in rich silk velourgift boxes.
..at no extra costl
9re Grace Shoppe
4--9 STRANGE INTERLUDES
By University Snoops
Read the Editorial
says it cost a thousand, with ten per
cent off for cash. Not that Bob
Gleason is a name band, mind you;
far be it from us to suggest that. He
played at a Bowdoin fraternity house
not so long ago, but then, you know
we don't go to the Military Ball just
to hear the boys swing it. We go
to see and be seen. And then, the
color of the uniforms, the fraternity
booths, the evening dresses—perhaps
even a bit of tradition, and last but
not least, the Crowning of the Queen.
It all adds up to a swell time.
AND IF you can get up the next
day, come and see the Military Re-
view, The officer with the most
wrinkles in his uniform gets an award
from the Colonel himself for "supe-
lative achievement and manly conduct
under fire"—or something like that.
And don't let the winner try to tell
you that he escorted a sister or an
old friend.
FRED PATTERSON, S. A. E.'s
political demagogue, could sell teeth-
ing rings in a nunnery.
A WORD to the wise: The State
Police, with Bill Hilchy at the helm,
are going thru every fraternity house
with a search warrant, and if they
find any of their missing highway
signs—it's every man for himself.
SOMETIMES ONE can't help
wondering why so much fuss for a
refugee student when the outstand-
ing athlete of the class of '42 leaves
school for financial reasons. A boy
of outstanding personal qualities who
chose to work his way thru the Uni-
versity of Maine as best he could
rather than to accept any of the of-
fers of a "free" education made to him
by many of the prominent colleges in
the East. Ervin Ballots, elected as
vice president of his class, the co-
captain of Plebe football, a discus
thrower who might have equalled the
marks of Bates' famed Tony Kish-
on—is gone! As Daniel Webster
once said of his Dartmouth, "It is
a small college, but there are those
of us who love it."
Professor Himy B. Kirshen, of the
Economics department, spoke to thz
Bangor Rotary Club on the Nation: I
Labor Relations Board last Tuesday
night.
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13 ac] to Sawa
IN UNIVERSITY STYLED
BOSTONIANS
Put the Bostonian Balance down as it
'Must'' for every school wardrobe...
It's worn on every leading prep school
and university Campus. A Brown Wing
Tip Oxford of Full-feeling Soft
Leathers with a thick lively
Crepe Sole.. .Casual Comfort.
$ 750
Ste our assembled showing of University
Styled, Campts.L Approved BOSTONIANS
CORDOVANS DRAINS TWEED LEATHERS CREPE
DOLES WING TIPS PLAIN TOES SADDLE OXFORDS
VIRGIE'S
ORONO
Shirt-signing Is latest fad for dance-goers
Memories of that important date and that famous formal dance will beAtitograpns recalled when you look at the shirt-front autographed by those who at-
tended—that is if you follow the latest fad started on the Princeton University campus The
above group (Kay Dickinson, Rufus Worrell III, Constance House and Edward Myers) are
demonstrating how it's done.
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Dexter Leads Sophomores To Victory
Over Freshman Track Team In Annual
Battle To Remove Traditional Rules
Bennett and Gilman
Also Outstanding
Performers
By Warren Randall
The Sophomore Class Track
Team turned back the bid of a
Freshman class 8O to 542,3 as
the yearlings sought to rid them-
selves of Freshman rules by de-
feating their upperclass rivals
in a meet held in the Field House
last Saturday afternoon.
Franklin Dexter, a sophomore, was
high scorer of the meet. Dexter tal-
lied first in the high jump, pole vault,
and javelin, to contribute 15 points
to his team's winning score. Bill
Gilman, a freshman, took firsts in
both high and low hurdles and tied
for second in the 100 yard dash, to
give his team 11,A points.
The two other leading scorers were
both sophomores. Bob "Lefty" Ben-
nett took firsts in the 35 pound weight
throw and the discus, and second in
the shot put in which he was upset by
a freshman, John Gorman. BlaMe
Hodgkins won both the 100 and 220
yard dashes.
Take Ten First Places
The sophomores took ten first
places, and all three places in one
event, the half mile. The freshmen
won five firsts and swept the broad
jump.
Sophomore cross country runners
won the quarter, half, and mile, but
lost the mile and a half. In this race
Lyle Wiggins, a cross country run-
ner on the frosh "A" team this fall,
kept right at Phil Cununings' heels
for the greater part of the race. Wig-
gins took the lead with two laps to go
and steadily lengthened his advantage
over the sophomore all the way to the
finish. In this race Mark Ingraham,
another frosh, made a desperate at-
tempt to overtake Cummings in the
last two laps.
Graham Pole Vaults
Ben Graham pushed Dexter to
eleven feet in the pole vault but had
to be content with second place. Jack
Scrota took second to Bennett in the
discus and weight throw, and also
took third in the javelin.
Ed Barrows led in the javelin
throw right up to the final toss, but
Dexter, in his last toss, went two
feet over the freshman's best mark.
The summary: Sophomores, 801/3;
Freshmen, 5435.
100 yard dash: Hodgkins (S); Gil-
man (F), Blake (F), Reilly (S),
triple tie for second; time, Ilsecs.
220 yard dash: Hodgkins (S) ; Reil-
ly (S) and Blake (F), tie for sec-
ond; time 24.2 secs.
440 yard run: Ehrlenbach (S); Lib-
by (S); Davis (F); time, 54.8 secs.
880 yard run: Butterworth (S);
%Villets (S) ; Blaisdell (S); time,
2 mins. 102 sees.
Mile run: Blaisdell (S) Gatcomb
(F); Ingraham (F); time, 4 mine.
45.6 secs.
Mile and a half run: Wiggins (F);
Cummings (S); Ingraham (F)
time. 7 mine. 50 secs.
45 yard high hurdles: Gilman (F);
Cohen (S) ; Healy (F) time, 6.6
sets.
100 yard low hurdles; Gilman (F);
Cohen (S) ; Healy (F) ; time, 122
secs.
Broad jump: Cobb (F) ; Blake (F);
Graham (F) ; distance 19' 105/,'
I The Amazon I
By Emily Hopkins
The Penny Carnival "Bug House"
is going to make busy girls out of
Jane Holmes, chairman, Jean San-
born, social chairman, Betty Libby,
publicity chairman, Margaret Hoxie,
and Agnes Walsh, entertainment
committee chairmen, and Madge Sta-
cy, head of the reception committee.
The girls are planning to put the
chaperons in the bug house padded
cell. Good idea, that!
Aren't you just a little bit buggy?
Especially on Friday, the 13th of
January? Well, gather yourself to-
gether and find a costume and join
our company at the Penny Carnival.
You'll find everyone there. Empress
Eugenie, jitterbugs, or just plain
glowworms, maniac-depressives, Na-
poleons, and Garbos. Keep your eyes
open over vacation. We'll be seeing
you there!
Congratulations to all those receiv-
ing hockey awards at the rally Mon-
day night. A highlight of the even-
ing was Ruth MacClelland's account
of her bicycle trip on the youth hostel
through Europe. Hoxie made the
awards while Betty Reid and Mamie
Deering assisted. The Sophomore
Eagles and the frosh hockey squad
helped decorate the field house and
serve refreshments.
All you hoop referees, don't fail
to attend the meeting December 5 at
which movies and a lecture will be
featured.
Indoor shooting has started. All
juniors and seniors wanting to enter
the indoor archery tournament come
Fridays 1:30-3:30 p.m.
Those movies of hockey games
shown at the rally are pretty rare-
some of them. How about seeing
some more of them, Miss Rogers?
Phi Gamma Delta Wins
Volleyball Title Tues.
Phi Gamma Delta, of the southern
league, won the intramural volleyball
championship Tuesday night after a
hard fought series of games with cen-
tral league Phi Eta Kappa and north-
ern league 395.
The champions started the evening
by loosing the first game to Phi Eta,
15-9. Two victories of 15-10 and 15-8
followed.
The boys of the dormitory at 395
College Avenue were the only league
champions to lose a game before the
finals. They took their second beat-
ing of 7-15 in the first game with Phi
Gam, but rallied to reverse the score
against the champions.
It was after these five games that
the P G's asked for an extended rest
in order to meet the fresh 395 team
The last game was a clear victory for
Phi Gam with a score of 15-8.
High jump: Dexter (S); Cobb'
(F) ; Goodchild (F); height, 5' 6.
Pole vault: Dexter (S) ; Grahaml
(F); Boucher (F); height, 11'
12 lb. shot put: Gorman (F): Ben-
nett (S) ; Barrows (F); distance,
44 ft. 7 ins.
Discus throw: Bennett (S) ; Serota
(S); Susi (F); distance 117 ft.
EVENING GOWNS
and
Smart Accesories
for the
MILITARY BALL
Budget Dresses-12-20
Party Dresses
Smart Campus Wear
at
$3.98
$7.95
for Co-eds
Senter's
99 Mail, , Me,
Christmas Cinders
Meet Is Saturday
The varsity track squad will hold
its annual Christmas meet Saturday.
This year all candidates will be
placed in the twenty-five yard dash
regarless of whether they are weight
men or high jumpers, if Coach Jen-
kins' plans go through. This event
will take the place of the handicap
races of last year where everyone
drew from a hat to see what he was
to run.
The change is due to the lack of
veteran strength in the track events.
In the eight running events, only four
veterans are available. These are
Galloping Mel McKenzie in the hur-
dles, Atwood in the dash, Smoky
Jordan in the half-mile, and Don
Smith in the mile.
Need for More Men
While the veterans have great abili-
ty, there is an urgent need for more
men of strong calibre to fill in the
many vacancies. Jenkins hopes that
the Christmas meet will bring such
material to light. "If we could find
one man in this meet who had unex-
pected ability, it would have served
its purpose," he said in an interview.
He expected to see more candidates
turning out to fill the many open
positions.
Smith May Break Mark
Don Smith may try to break the
college half-mile indoor mark if he
is in good shape this Saturday Other
highlights should be the work of
Stan Johnson, Hal Dyer, Leonard,
Weaver, and McCarthy in the regu-
lar field events.
Johnson holds the 16 pound ham-
mer state title; Dyer is state cham-
pion in the discus; Leonard is titlist
in the pole vault; and McCarthy is
tied for the state championship in
the high jump.
John H. Huddilston, professor of
ancient civilization, will speak at Fox-
croft Academy this Friday on "The
Place of Art Study in Schools and
College."
The State Travel Exhibition from
the University of thirty framed pic-
tures is now at Foxcroft Academy.
This group of pictures is also sched-
uled to go to Coburn Classical Insti-
tute, Hebron Academy, Fryeburg
Academy, and Oak Grove Seminary.
11 ins.
35 lb. weight throw :Barnett ( S) ;
Serota (S); Susi (F); distance,
47 ft. 6 ins.
Javelin throw: Dexter (S) ; Bar-
rows (F); Scrota (5) ; distance,
154 ft. 2 ins.
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By Erwin E. Cooper
Many years ago, back in the days when college athletics were run under
no specific rules of eligibility, a number of collegiate institutions got together
and agreed not to allow freshman athletes to participate in varsity sports.
That view did not meet with unanimous sympathy all over the country
even though most institutions have gradually adopted this viewpoint. Indeed,
dissension exists within our own athletic rivalry, for Maine engages in athletic
competition wth both Bates and Colby, two colleges which allow freshmen to
compete in varsity sports after their first semester in college.
Maine is handicapped in its relations with these institutions by not being
allowed to use its freshmen in varsity sports.
It is not our purpose to contend that freshmen should be included in varsity
teams, but certainly there ought to be a uniformity of rulings by the four state
of Maine colleges.
Perhaps the solution to the whole problem would be the fostering of a
program of inter-freshman competition among the four colleges in the state.
If it is experience that these colleges are seeking to give their freshmen, cer-
tainly there is no better way in which this could be accomplished. This plan
has already been suggested and this column wishes to give the idea one addi-
tional boost. The scheduling of such games by all of the four colleges in the
state would arouse athletic interest in this section to a new high.
• • • • • • •
We understand that the faculty has a volleyball team that practices every
Wednesday in the Alumni gymnasium. How about a game between the new
volley ball champs, Phi Gam, and the faculty aggregation?
There has been much said for the past couple of years about improving
faculty-student relations. We know of no better way of doing this than by
the friendly association that comes with athletic combat. At one time, the
faculty used to have a team in the intramural soft ball league. A revival would
not go amiss. Somebody has been telling n* that Dr. Runion can curve a ball
with the best of them.
While we're in the reforming mood, here's one more suggestion. There
are a lot of students in the University both male and female who really enjoy
skating. In a land which is supposed to abound in winter sports, there is a
singular lack of good skating facilities. True, last year the river froze clear
of snow, but the occurrence was out of the ordinary and not one to be ex-
pected again in the near future.
A few years ago a skating rink was built on the campus, and it tics used
by a large number of students. For some reason, this practice has not been
continued of late, probably because of lack of funds. The cost, however, of
building a real boarded-in, open air skating rink when taken over the course
of a few years should not be enough so that the students should be deprived
of an opportunity to exercise out of doors.
Riflemen Fire Against
University of Michigan
The varsity rifle team shot its first
postal match last week against the
University of Michigan. As yet the
results of the Ann Arbor riflemen
have not been received, but the Maine
riflemen have chalked up a score of
2,177 for the first five men.
The individual total scores of the
team in the prone, kneeling, sitting,!
and standing positions are as follows: s
Peavey, 378; McCain, 374; Gal-;
lentine, 368; Day, 361; Adkins, 348; '
and Walker, 348.
The rifle team has postal matches 1
this week with the University of !
the University of Washington. The ,
University of Washington has one '1
of the best teams in the country, and ,
a very close match is expected.
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VOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres
OPERA HOUSE
BANGOR
Thurs., Fri., Sat
Jane Withers
"ALWAYS IN
TROUBLE"
can Rogers, Arthur Treacher
Joan Woodbury, and
Robert Kelland
Mon, Tues., Wed.
"RIDE A CROOKED
MILE"
Starring
Akim Tamaroff-Star of
"The Buccaneer," and
"Spawn of the North"
BIJOU
11.‘NGIIR
Thurs., & Fri.
"FRESHMAN YEAR"
Dixie Dunbar
A Swingy, Singy, Tuneful
Romance
Sat, Mon., Tues, Wed.
Tom Brown, Andy Devine,
Constance Moore
"SWING THAT CHEER"
also
Special Short-
The Declaration of
Independence
Always continuous
5T IIHONO
1 ir Tic,
dori a Stuart. Michael 11 halen
"TIME OUT FOR
MURDER"
also
News-Cartoon-Comedy
Fri. & Sat.. Dec. 9-10
Louise Rainer. Fernand Gras et
"THE GREAT WALTZ"
also
News-Last Episode "Fighting
Devil Dogs"
Feature at 3:00, 6:45, 9.10
Mon. & Tues., Dec., 12-13
Louis Stone, Mickey Rooney
"OUT WEST WITH
THE HARDYS"
News-Sportlight 1 1 ist, .ry
"Short"
Wed., Dec. 14
Tonite's the Big Nite
It may be your turn
Don't miss.
Showing
"THE AFFAIRS OF
ANN ABEL"
with
Jack Oakie, Lucille Ball
Comedy-Cartoon-Rob).
Benchley Short
3 shows daily, 2.30, 6.30, 830
Feature at 3:00, 7:00, 9:00
Dancing class will be held Friday
night at 7:30 in the M. C. A. building.
The swing band will rehearse Mon-
day night at 6 o'clock.
There will be a rehearsal of the
MCI1.5 glee club Sunday at 2:00 p.m.
Positions Still In Doubt
As Varsity Basketball
Team Continues Drill
•
Wells Building Fast Bill Kenyon Praises
Frosh Hoop Team Work of Sophs
By Kendrick Hodgdon 
In Interview
Faced for the first time with a
scarcity of prep school material,
Coach Wells states that his Frosh
basketball squad will give stiff com-
petition to all opponents.
His one former prep star forward,
Nat Crowley, Bridgton flash and one
of the leading freshman halfbacks,
has had to drop basketball in order
to catch up on his studies. However,
he is expected to return in January
when the first game is scheduled for
Jan. 7th with John Bapst High
School of Bangor.
The schedule this year includes all
of the leading prep schools and South
Portland High. Facing such a tough
array of opponents. Coach Wells will
have to build up his team during this
next month into a well-drilled pass-
ing team, fast braking and quick on
the defense.
Present Squad
The present squad, consisting of
20 of the best players from a group
of 71 reporting, is based around two
combinations. The first group, an
outstanding team in regard to former
stars, features Parker Small, formerly
South Portland's leading forward,
and Harry Hopkins, of Brooklin
High. At center is Levi Dow, from
Madawaska Training School, star of
the Aroostook courts. For guards,
Ed Barrows, football hero of the past
frosh season and basketball mainstay
4t Deerfield Academy. and Bob
French, of Guilford, have the call.
The second squad consists of Lau-
rence Downes and John Burke, both
sparkplugs in last year's Bangor
team, for forwards; Arthur Axtell, of
Saugerties, N. Y., for center; and
Chandler Briggs, of South Paris, and
Russell Johnson, of Sanford and Heb-
ron Academy. for guards.
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HOW good a season a team can
have after losing four of its five
starting playens, is the question
Coach Bill Kenyon's varsity besket-
ball squad will have to answer. In
other words, this year's basketball
squad is behind the proverbial eight
balls, and it is up to several men of
untried ability who will determine
whether Maine will have a good sea-
son or not.
It would be sheer folly to predict
so early in the season as to how
much success the Pale Blue will have.
Observers. however. are fairly op-
timistic. Much is expected of Sopho-
mores Tracy, Kent, Arbor, and Whit-
ten. Still more is expected of vete-
rans Bourgoin, Drew, Wilson, Stan-
ley, Craig. and Millett.
Praises Work
Coach Kenyon, usually reserved in
his praise, took time out from his
duties to praise the work of Buzz
Tracy, Chick Wilson, and Vern
Kent. Of the human talking ma-
chine Tracy, Coach Kenyon said,
"Tracy's spirit and his uncanny abili-
ty to set up plays will be of infinite
value to us."
Although Coach Kenyon is high in
his praise of several members of his
squad, no one as yet is sure of a
standing position. "It is my aim."
explained Coach Kenyon, "to have at
least two teams each as good as the
other."
Those comprising the varsity are:
Stearns, Ward, Whitten, Steven. Tra-
cy. Bourgoin. Drew, Soderquist.
Whitney, Oakes, Kent, Craig. Stan-
ley, H. McKay, Rhinelander, Wilson
Arbor, Curtis. Millett. B. McKay.
Dennis. Johnston. and 1 f armon.
Correction: Bear Facts was
written by Erwin Cooper last
week, not Bud l Godwin, who
was erroneously credited with it.
Annual Report of the
UNIVERSITY STORE COMPANY
for the year ending
June 30, 1938
Analysis of Revenue and Expense
July 1, 1937 to June 30, 1938
Income
Sales of Merchandise
Merchandise Inventory,
July 1, 1937 $11,881.17
Merchandise Purchased 59,289.97
Freight and Express 569.67
71,740.81
Less Inventory, June 30, 1938 11,671.78
Cost of Merchandise Sold
Gross Profit on Merchandise
Miscellaneous Gross Income
Sales of Postage
Cost of Postage Sold
2,673.96
2,673.96
$73,042.94
60,069.03
12,973.91
51.85
No Profit
Cap and Gown Rentals and
Commissions 374.50
Caps and Gowns Depreciation
and Loss 167.20
Gross Profit on Caps and Gouns 207.30
Purchase Discounts 38126
Gross Store Income
Expense
Salaries and Wages
Rent
Electricty and Gas
Postage, Printing, and Stationery
Telephone and Telegraph
1.aundry
Advertising
Travel
Repairs
Insurance
Taxes other than Income Tax
Audit
Had Debts
I )epreciati, 41 of Equipment
Miscellaneous
Total Expense
Net Store Profit
$ 8,007.73
3,000.00
268.18
135.24
126.92
55.17
100.34
124.55
132.10
374.80
353.19
69.62
147.85
231.51
347.31
Stockholders
Elected by the General Alumni Association
Charles E. Crossland, Alumni Secretary
*James H. Freeland, Manager. Horpoblower and
Weeks, Bangor
Langdon J. Freese, Freese's. Bangor
*Walter K. Hanson, Dunham Hanson Company,
Bangor
Appointed by the President of the University:
William E. Barrows, Professor of Electrical
Engineering
•Walter W. Chadhourne„4flociate Professor of
Economies
John R. Crawford, Assistant Professor of
Education
•Islatthew E. Highlands, Assistant Professor of
Bacteriology
Student Representatives on the Athletic Association:
Dana Drew Richard Dyer Donald Smith
'Directors
Officers
Walter W. Chadbourne. President
Iry itag Pierce, Treas. Harold L. Bruce. Store Mgr.
[The by-laws of the company state that the Uni-
‘ersity Store Company is operated for the benefit of
athletics at the I Iniver.it, of Maine. No dividends
are paid to stockholdets, nor does any director te-
r rill. any salary, fee, or other compensation]
Assets
Cash
13,614.32 Account, Receivable 1 including
credits with publishers)
Inventory. Merchandise $11.671.78
Inventory. Caps and Gowns 593.90
Fixture, and Equipment
Investment,
$ 5,582.48
3,138.64
12,265.68
1.117.07
14,305.00
Total .\ ssets 36,408.87
Liabilities
‘ceount: Payable $ 193.57
Accrued Income Tax, 19314 104.49
Total I.iabilities 298.06
Capital
Capital Stock (11 shares f'," $5)
13,474.51 &Kelm. July 1, 1937 $35,436 62
 
 Net Profit. July I. 1937. 
June30. 1938 723 68
139.81
Interest on Investments 583.87
Net Profit before Federal Income Tax 723.68
Federal Income Tax 104.49
Net Profit after Federal Income Tax 8 619.19
Less 1938 Income Tax
Surplus. June 30, 1938
Total Liabilities and Capital
36.160.30
104.40
55110
36,055.81
$36,408.87
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President Hauck Host
At Student Carol Sing
President Hauck will play host to
University students at the annual Car-
ol sing, to be held at his home Tuesday
evening at 7:30.
Professor Adelber W. Sprague will
conduct the chorus and other interes-
ted students in singing. The brass
quartet and the men's glee club will
also present selections. There will
also be a short Christmas meditation
period.
All students and faculty are invited
to attend.
Former Student Prints
New England Sketches
Fancy This: A New England
Sketch Book, by Jack Frost, who
was a freshman at the University of
Maine in the class of 1937, is listed
among the 1000 Best Books of 1938
at the Herald Book Fair being held
in the Boston Public Library this
week.
The book consists of a series of
sketches of Boston and New England
points of interest, with an introduc-
tion by John P. Marquand.
Four of Frost's sketches are also
on exhibit at the Fair.
Oak Speaking Tryouts
To Be January Tenth
Preliminaries for the Oak Prize
Speaking Contest will be held Mon-
day, January 10. All students wish-
ing to try out should see Dr. Howard
Runion at once as he would like to
have all the names as soon as pos-
sible.
This contest is open to all eligible
sophomores, juniors, and seniors who
are in regular standing and carrying
at least a minimum number of hours.
The six best speakers at the prelimi-
naries will be chosen for the finals.
The speeches are to be on any ap-
proved subject and of 8 to 10 minutes
in length
Peter Skoufis Becomes
'Campus' Adv. Manager
Peter Skoufis, a sophomore in the
College of Arts and Sciences, was
unanimously elected advertising man-
ager of the "Campus" at the regular
staff meeting last Friday to fill the
vacancy caused by the resignation of
William West.
Skoufis, who is an off-campus stu-
dent, was formerly circulation and
subscription manager. He is the first
sophomore ever to be elected to the
position of advertising manager.
M.C.A. Holds Sailors' Frolic
The Sailors' Frolic stag dance,
sponsored by the joint organizations
of the M. C. A. was held Friday even-
ing in Alumni Hall which was deco-
rated for the occasion with colored
lanterns and nautical designs.
The Freshman Swing Band, led by
the Rev. Albion Beverage, and fea-
turing a trio consisting of Beth, Skip,
and Ruth; Donald Stuart, a vocalist;
and a freshman male quartet, furnish-
ed the music and entertainment.
Chaperons were the Rev. Gordon
Gillette, Miss Margaret Sewall, Dean
and Mrs. Edward J. Allen, and Mrs.
Albion Beverage.
Pledge Report
Omar W. McKenney was recently
pledged to Alpha Gamma Rho.
(iteC
Deny Salo
C rntral
Itarlgor. Mr
PERMANENT WAVING
$2.00 to $6.00
Shampoo and Finger
Wave 50e
Finger Wave 35e
Now is the Time
To Pick Out Your
CHRISTMAS CARDS
We Have Them from
It to 25e each
YOU WILL FIND IT AT '
parrIKYNAM0,-tvAttm31.374ULL ST ORONO
Campus Calendar
Thursday Dec. 8
7 :00 p.m. Campus Broadcast
WLBZ
7:45 p.m. Masque. Little Theatre
Friday Dec. 9
7:45 p.m. Masque. Little Theatre
9:00 p.m. Military Ball
Saturday Dec. 10
5:00 p.m. Chi Omega Rushing
Party
8 :00 p.m. Phi Eta Informal
8:00 p.m. Phi Kappa Sigma
Informal
Sunday Dec. 11
3:15 p.m. Christmas Vespers.
Little Theatre
4:15 p.m. Christmas Vespers
5:00 p.m. Alpha Omicron Pi
Rushing Party
Monday Dec. 12
5:00 p.m. Phi Mu Rushing Party
Tuesday Dec. 13
5:00 p.m. Delta Delta Delta
Rushing Party
To Present Christmas
Play Sunday Evening
"The Blessed Vagrants," a one-act
Christmas play by Raymond F. Bos-
wooth, will be presented by the
Wesley Players on Sunday evening,
December 11, at 7:00 p.m. in the
Methodist Church.
This play has a modern setting
and is treated realistically. Featured
in the cast will be Allan Storer, as
The Chief; Richard Akeley and Mir-
iam Browne '41, as the vagrants.
Jim, the policeman, will be played by
Albert Judkins, and the politician by
Fred Burden.
Philip Brockway is directing the
play, Horace Pratt is stage manager,
and Frank True is in charge of cos-
tumes. Students and faculty are
cordially invited to attend
German Club Members
Present Short Drama
"Das Kleine Weilmachtsspiel," a
short play in German built around
the Nativity theme, was presented
by members of Deutscher Verein last
Monday evening in Stevens Hall.
Those taking part in the play were
Joan McAllister. Paul Gorham, Den-
nis Curran, Hope Jackman, Byron
Whitney, Jean Boyle, Frank DeWitt,
Louise Rice, June Bridges, Edith
McIntire, Robert Lundberg, and Jea-
nette Lamoreau.
After the play, refreshments con-
sisting of Gentian Christmas cookies
and coffee were served. Mrs. John
F. Klein poured, assisted by Priscilla
Haskell and Elizabeth Dixon.
Badminton is starting off with a
bang. Classes are in progress and
the girls are ocupying the courts dur-
ing the noon hour getting ready for
the forthcoming tournament.
Dean F.dward J. Allen led the dis-
cusion at a men's group at the Brew-
er Methodist Church Monday night.
"Prism" Schedules
For Group Pictures
The following is the first schedule
of Prism pictures for Sunday, De-
cember 11. Further announcements
will be made later. The studio is
located in the Alumni gymnasium.
2:00—Sigma Mu Sigma
2:15—Debating Society
2 :30—A rts Club
2 :45—Men's Student and Interfra-
ternity Council
3:00—Student Senate
3:15 Women's Student Govern-
ment
3 :30—Neai Mathetai
3 :45—Home Economics Club
4 :00—Omicron Nu
4:15—French Club
4 :30—Spanish Club
4 :45—Der Deutsche Verein
5 :00—Tau Beta Pi
6:30—M. C. A. Cabinet
6:45—Sigma Delta Zeta
7 :00—Education Club
7:15—Alpha Zeta
7:30—Agricultural Club
7 :45 —4-H Club
8:00—The "M" Club
8:15—Pale Blue Key
8:30—Contributors' Club
APPLE POLISHING
(Continued from Page One)
dents. To quote Professor John M.
Pfiffner, professor of public admini-
stration at the Univerity of Califor-
nia at Lo Angeles, "Polishing the
apple is a part of producing." He
believes that getting A's in school by
apple-polishing is an effective step-
ping stone to getting A's in non-
academic life. "The student who has
contacts with his professor and who
can do a little successful apple-polish-
ing will be able to get along better
by the same methods in business."
There are two types of apple-polish-
er—the succesful and the obvious. If
you are the successful type who can
be friendly with your professors and
be respected for your abilities, more
power to you. But if you are the less
adept type who muddles along and
spoil his own plans, it would be better
to practice up on someone who has
less to do with your destiny.
LIBERAL CLUB
(Continued from Page One)
10th. There are representatives in
all the dormitories as well as off
campus.
The student will be selected by the
administration from either Austria or
Czechoslovakia. The International
Student Senate will pay his trans-
portation to the University and will
assume responsibility for him at the
end of the semester.
NOTICE
Mr. Walter Whitney will entertain
the Contributors' Club at his home
next Sunday evening, when Dr. Lloyd
Flewelling will present readings from
his own poetry.
NOTICE
The Modern Studio is the official U. of M. photographer.
WE ARE NOT IN ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH
ANY OTHER STUDIO. "Dick" White is the official
representative. Campus agents are Mervin Marston and
Elwood Millett, both of Phi Mu Delta. Call 208 in Old
Town for your photographic work.
WE NOW HAVE ON DISPLAY BEAUTIFUL
ILLUSTRATED GREETING CARDS
50 Cards $1.00 and up
With Name Printed
SPECIAL PRICES ON PERSONAL STATIONERY
Printed or Monogramed
EXCELLENT FOR GIFTS
The Penobscot Press, Inc.
(NEXT TO THE STRAND THEATRE)
51 SOUTH MAIN STREET OLD TOWN. MAINE
"ROADSIDE"
(Continued from Page One)
dial. (This reviewer likes him better
with his sombrero on; with it, his
false forehead looks like the dome of
the state capitol.) Thanks to ghastly
make-up and an incredible mail-order
suit, Roger Andrews, as Buzzy Hale,
the weasel-like villain of Roadside,
must have startled even his fellow-
actors more than once. Hartley Ban-
ton as Neb, Guy Dore as Judge Snod-
grass, and Eleanor Cousins as Mrs.
Foster make convincing bits of slim
parts. In fact, the courtroom scene
owes much of its hilarity to them.
Crackles With Saltiness
Courage must have been required on
the part of the Masque to present
Roadside, for the lines crackle with a
saltiness that one does not associate
with the academic little theater.
Sqeamish auditors, to whom a damn
is enough to spoil an evening, had
better keep away from Roadside. On
second thought, though, perhaps they
had better see it. No one with a re-
spect for the authenticity of common
speech and a realization of the inno-
cence of lusty profanity could cavil.
The language of Roadside is the per-
fect vehicle for it; any Bowdlerizing
to please the delicate-minded would
have been in itself an indelicacy.
Roadside would seem to be the ideal
comedy for young actors. It has zest
and fire, poetry and beauty. It is
the perfect antidote for Shaw. Despite
competing campus attractions, it ought
to enjoy three packed houses.
At the risk of appearing uncritical,
the critic regards the whole perform-
ance with considerable satisfaction.
The Masque has hit its stride.
The Psychology Department
will hold open house next Tues-
day from 7:00 to 11:00 p.m.
The apparatus used by the de-
partment will be demonstrated.
Faculty and students are invited.
COMPTON
(Continued from Page One)
25% between 1870 and 1930.
"There has been a failure, on the
part of some important sources to
appreciate the possibilities of the ma-
chine. They state that overproduc-
tion, caused by the use of machines,
has eliminated the possibility of large
profits. Yet, new industries, such as
public utilities, telephone, automobile,
motion picture, aviation, and a host of
others, have raised our standard of
living immeasurably," he declared.
Engineering Problems
Engineering research and methods
are essential for the clearing up of
the problems which face America to-
day. Unemployment, floods, earth-
quakes, droughts, fire, group violence,
conservation of natural resources, and
better housing are just a few of the
engineer's problems, said the speaker.
"The constructive solution of the un-
employment problem depends on the
success of an engineering program for
building useful employment, to pro-
vide more things which people want
and are willing to work and pay for,
and the success of sharing the work
which is available Our policies in
'priming the pump' have not devoted
much attention to the basic problem
of stimulating new industries for the
future," said Dr. Compton.
"It is realized by labor organiza-
tions that the way to increased wealth
is to produce and distribute more,
not less. Greater production means
lower prices," said Dr. Compton.
"This enables people to buy and use
more goods, thus putting more un-
employed hack to work."
NOTICE
The next meeting of the
"Maine Campus" will be to-
morrow, December 9, at 1 p.m.
in the M.C.A. building.
If you're wondering what to take home for Christmas presents,
we'd like to suggest a well-chosen book as about the best solution for
any gift problem. When in Bangor the next time, why not drop in
at the
BANGOR BOOKSHOP
98 Central Street, and look over some of the new books.
CHRISTMAS VESPERS
(CoMiused from Page One)
The committee in charge of arrange-
ments for the service includes Prof.
Fred P. Loring, chairman, Prof. Adel-
best W. Sprague, the Rev. Albion P.
Beverage, Ruth Pagan, John Carlisle,
and Lauress Parkman.
Program
Following is the complete program:
Prelude, Pastoral Symphony from the
Messiah, University Orchestra; Joy
to the World, Congregation, Chorus,
Orchestra; Chorale, Break Forth! 0
Beauteous Heavenly Light, -from the
Christina: Oratorio, Chorus and Or-
chestra; Scripture Reading, Donald
Stuart; It Came Upon a Midnight
Clear, Holy Night, Peaceful Night,
Congregation, Chorus, Orchestra;
Jean, Joy of Man's Desiring, Men's
Glee Club; 0 Little Town of Bethle-
hem. Hark! the Herald Angels Sing,
Congregation, Chorus, Orchestra;
Christmas Song, LO, How a Rose e'er
Blooming, University Chorus, a ca-
pella; 0, Come All Ye Faithful, Con-
gregation, Chorus, Orchestra; Halle-
lejuh Chorus, from the Messiah, Uni-
versity Chorus and Orchestra; Post-
lude.
Dr. Paul Cruse, of Cornell Uni-
versity, presented a series of lectures
to the faculty of the College of Agri-
culture last Wednesday and Thurs-
day.
ECONOMIC POLL
(Continued from Page One)
Student Christian Movement.
The first five minutes of a class
period on Friday will be taken up
in voting. Those who do not have an
opportunity to vote in class are asked
to cast their ballots Friday in the
M. C. A. building.
Students are asked to state whether
they favor or oppose the following six
programs:
I. Provision by the governmnt of
jobs for those unable to find work in
private employ.
2. Use of federal measures to sup-
port agricultural prices.
3. Organization of labor into na-
tional unions.
4. The maintenance or increase of
tariffs and other trade barriers.
5. The further extension of gov-
ernment ownership of public utilities.
6. Organization of consumer co-
operatives.
Students Cast More Votes
In Recent Class Elections
About tuice as many participated
in the class elections this year as last
year. Of the Senior Class, 64.1%
voted, 66.5% of the Junior Class,
64.3% of the Sophomore Class, and
the Freshman Class came through
with 50.4%.
•
•
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY
The University of Buffalo
A four-year curriculum completed in three calendar years, by means
of the quarter plan. (Four quarters of eleven weeks each, to the
school year).
The dental and medical schools are closely affiliated, instruction in the
basic medical sciences being under the supervision of the medical
faculty. Clinical practice of dentistry, in all its varied aspects is super-
vised by the dental division and there is an intimate association with
the clinics of several hospitals. Periods of internship in two general
and one children's hospital during the senior year, offering unusual
experience in clinical observation, diagnosis and treatment of dental
conditions.
Next regular session will start the first week in July, 1939.
For further information address
School of Dentistry
25 Goodrich St.
Buffalo, N. Y.
•
—
WARNING—
DON'T FORGET THANKSGIVING!
Hundreds of motorists had accidents titer the
Thanksgiving Day week-end when they •ttempt-
ed to make trips by automobile.
The vudden blizzard t•nd. as you know. New
England winter weather is very capricious)
ctiught them unawares. Snow and ice-covered
higho•vs caused many accidents. Hundreds of
other folks had to leave their ear, and return
to business by train. Play safe at Christmas
time—Le•ve your automobile at home and make
,our trip by train, taking adiantage of these
very low-priced bargain fares.
mninE Mal. RAILROAD
